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What is the AnuuTech Project all about?
AnuuTech ensures data integrity and data accessibility for users. As a platform, it overcomes current blockchain limitations relating to speed, 

scalability, and security. In addition, it's fully decentralized, economical, and ecological.

AnuuTech offers blockchain products and 
services designed to impact your life, career, 

and business. We aim to rank among the 
leading Blockchain Enterprises and Crypto 

Projects in the world. 

Anuutech was created to offer its providers 
and users an ecosystem which will optimize 
superior speed, scalability, and security over 

current blockchain systems.

By providing unique expertise in Data 
Integrity and Data Security,

AnuuTech aims to become the leading 
authority, trusted expert, and information 

provider in those fields.

Fast Scalable Secure Economical Ecological
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AnuuTech provides a secure user/provider network which accounts and verifies each 
cryptocurrency and blockchain data transaction.

AnuuTech’s ecosystem is fully interoperable. As a result, integrated decentralized applications 
(or external projects) can provide and obtain services from each other.

To achieve this, we have crafted a unique PoH consensus algorithm that obtains these benefits 
in an economical and eco-friendly manner. PoH stands for Proof of Hash, a network consensus 
protocol that provides trustworthy and unalterable proof that a data subset exists at any given 

moment.

Modularity is the core value behind our development pipeline. As such, we have instituted 
enhanced usability for programmers and end-users alike. Our modularity includes

code-agnostic API (Application Programming Interface), superior technical support, and best-in-
class user interface. We combined these features to achieve our vision: being perceived as the 

premier blockchain within the crypto industry.

AnuuTech’s ecosystem handles all types of data with unprecedented efficiency and security.
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We aim to provide third-party developers with a service platform for developing DApps. Since the underlying technology is 
code-agnostic, programmers will be able to code DApps in nearly any language.

Since AnuuTech is interoperable, service providers can use a variety of applications to complete a data transaction.  
AnuuTech will change the way we use, store and safeguard data today, resulting in a completely safe, decentralized 
system with unlimited speed.

Technology

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech



PoH
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PoH our consensus algorithm is a decentralized data integrity protection service. Since it relies on our AnuuTech 
network, it’s able to provide robust security, exceptionally fast transactions (via trusted connections), and offers a 

fully customizable consensus.

Using PoH will eliminate the need to store data on the blockchain so as to guarantee both its existence and its 
integrity. It will also make the existence of technologies such as our PRIVATE CHAINS possible. Ultimately, PoH is an 

integral part of our solution to separate data validation, data storage and data integrity.

We have built our PoH technology on top of the AnuuTech network. PoH can operate as a decentralized data integrity 
protection service while running on our node network

Ultimately, PoH provides a safe, fast, and extremely reliable service to anyone seeking to protect their data, regardless 
of data type and data storage. 

For addtional information on PoH please follow this link.

https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_PoH.pdf
https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_PoH.pdf
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MEET ANUU

            AnuuTech’s client!

● A Proof of Concept (PoC) towards the PoH network and the gateway to the entire AnuuTech
ecosystem.

● An easy-to-use application designed to help securely store, track, and manage your crypto assets.

● Unparalleled security and speed encompassing ANUU connected DApps.

● Developers using our network will be able to create 3rd party DApps in any language with access to
AnuuTech’s API.

● Our Network’s code-agnostic capabilities provide every developer with the opportunity to pursue their
projects.
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MEET ANUU

Wallet Chat
Games
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AnuuTech Network
The AnuuTech Network will seek to revolutionize existing networks. With its layered structures, dynamic gateway, 

trusted & encrypted connections, our network will provide optimal communication, security and speed to any 
network. Unlike traditional blockchain technology, the more entities that will join our network the faster will it 

become.

Given this phenomena, the possibilities become endless. For instance, third-party developers will be able to invest 
and create never-before-seen dapps. Likewise, your mobile phone will suddenly be able to receive a ton of computing 
power, internal connection speeds will become ultra-fast, and data management will become an exceptionally easy 

task to perform. Finally, our groundbreaking security system will make antivirus protection and network firewalls 
obsolete.

When user inputs occur, the generated data travels via the secure multi-layered AnuuTech network (the basis for 
AnuuTech technology). The data/service providers connect simultaneously to our network, PoH and the ecosystem’s 

consensus to provide services/data using the standardized formats of the AnuuTech ecosystem.
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For additional information on the AnuuTech Network please follow this link.

https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Id_and_Network.pdf
https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Id_and_Network.pdf


AnuuTech ID
For the average user, this technology allows for an entirely new way of thinking about networks. As their network 
possibilities will be endless, their mobile phone will have the capacity to execute a ton of computing power. As a 
result, their inter-company connections will become faster and hugely redundant. With AnuuTech, IoT (Internet of 

Things) technologies, we will also overcome long-standing security and scalability concerns.

AnuuTech ID will offer a unique way of identifying entities within a network.

Previously, IP addresses were the standard way to identify network entities. Although IPV6 expands these efforts, 
ID will be the next generation.

In brief, ID will help to improve Anuutech Network operations. ID will hold information such as the possibly numerous 
locations of your entity within the network, the information of its trusted connections (encryption keys for example) to 
its neighbours, and routing information. ID will be widely used in the AnuuTech network, for example it's the helper of 

what we call gateway groups which eliminate the bottlenecks that exist in traditional networks.

AnuuTech network entities have trusted and encrypted connections and are integral to its multiple layers and 
functions.

ID can remove the need for random connections to untrusted entities that slow down sessions and make them 
unreliable by creating pre-built network tunnels that factor in trust and stability.
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For additional information on AnuuTech ID please follow this link.

https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Id_and_Network.pdf
https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Id_and_Network.pdf


Private Chains
Our Private Chains will offer users the ability to create their own chain, one that will contain only data and 

transactions relevant to the user’s addresses.

Private chains will eliminate the need to sync large amounts of unnecessary data, thus allowing for dramatic 
improvements in scalability and speed. They will provide for a new layer of privacy as well, as transaction data will only 

be shared between users - not the entire network.

Our Private Chains will also eliminate any need to employ separate blockchains, as they will hold an unlimited number 
of different assets and "smart contracts''. As an added bonus, they will employ PoH technology to ensure data integrity 

and block template validation.

A major fear among blockchain users is sending funds to the wrong address and losing their coins. This no longer 
needs to be the case since:

• every sender would claim back their coins if not received.
• a sender would ask a receiver to accept a payment and then park the payment via a smart contract, until

the product or service is received.
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For additional information on Private Chains please follow this link.

https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Private_Chains.pdf
https://www.anuutech.com/files/AnuuTech_Private_Chains.pdf
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Solutions
By resolving the blockchain trilemma (security, scalability, and decentralization), AnuuTech provides limitless possibilities in terms of use cases. That’s because it does not 
store, validate, or protect data in the same location. Instead, it fully decentralizes these components. The result is a platform that overcomes current blockchain limitations.

Legal Forms and
Documents

Finance Gaming Healthcare Voting Supply Chain

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Legal Forms and Documents
ANUUTECH IMPACTS THE FUTURE OF LEGAL FORMS AND DOCUMENTS

The data integrity protection that PoH offers will dramatically impact the legal world. AnuuTech will revolutionize the way users manage 
document privacy, safeguard legal accessibility, and handle workplace efficiency.

Unlike a classic blockchain, AnuuTech does not require users to store their data/documents on the blockchain. Consequently, AnuuTech 
users can store their documents in any data structure (private or public, centralized or decentralized).

That’s because the integrity of our network data enjoys higher protection than what is currently provided by a classic blockchain. Ultimately, 
each legal document entry on AnuuTech will enjoy its own protection as well as the overall protection for all data entries per specific time 
frame.

Finance
FINANCE

It goes without saying that blockchain technology has the potential to fundamentally transform the finance industry. Such opportunities go far 
beyond cryptocurrency, as they include cross-border payments, financial record-keeping, smart contract billing, and lending platforms.

For instance, consider the changes that blockchain can bring to current cross-border payment operations. As with most cryptocurrencies, 
AnuuTech provides a 'trustless trust' for all involved parties (meaning that no trust is required for any transaction to occur). In effect, this 
allows investors to conduct online financial transactions without disclosing their personal identity.

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Gaming
IMPROVING IN-GAME PURCHASES AND TRADING

As gaming continues to rise in popularity, gamers are becoming increasingly receptive to in-game purchases. Consequently, developers are 
desperately seeking out ways to guarantee the security of these purchases.

Consider an online poker game in which a dispute suddenly comes into play. With AnuuTech, the gaming transaction recipient (the next player 
to play a hand) can reject the previous hand (the previous transaction request). As you can see, allowing for additional transactions options 
can make gaming far more dynamic.

Healthcare
IMPROVING HEALTHCARE DATA ACCESS

Public trust toward companies that manage online personal data continues to diminish. This is especially true within the healthcare industry. 
At present, blockchain technology has the potential to provide patients with access and control over their own data (via a private key).

AnuuTech removes the need for any actual patient data to be stored in a blockchain structure. For instance, if actual patient data is stored on 
a local device, a patient may employ AnuuTech's PoH (Proof-of-Hash) without revealing their data to the network. AnuuTech has gone a step 
further by decentralizing all of its network components. As such, it does not store, validate or protect data in the same location.

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Voting
VOTING

The process of voting, casting a ballot, tabulating ballots and publicising voter results, is frequently under scrutiny. Whether manually counting 
paper ballots or electronically scanning them, tallying votes always depends on trust. Without trust, elections can be invalidated and the 
governing system as a whole can come into question.

Aside from trust, access is also critically important. If seniors and the disabled find it excessively difficult to vote, they will ultimately feel 
disenfranchised. That’s why voting officials continue in their quest to find a voting system that is trustworthy, accessible, and secure.

AnuuTech technology provides election officials with the ability to review all transaction requests and validations. It will also record voter data 
on a data chain that supports these transactions. This enables election officials (the transaction’s recipients) to either accept or reject a voting 
request.

Supply Chain
WHAT IS THE SUPPLY CHAIN?

The Supply Chain seeks to optimize the way in which industries collaborate, produce, and distribute quality products at the right place and at 
the right time. From the process of converting natural resources to raw materials to the delivery of the final product to consumers, the Supply 
Chain is truly the backbone of our economy. Since blockchain promotes transparency and traceability, blockchain-based supply chains are able 
to achieve higher levels of efficiency and connectivity.

AnuuTech’s PoH protocol technology can effectively end the production of counterfeit products. Our technology allows legit companies and 
brands to store and validate the exchange of high-quality products.



Token Sale
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Token Economics
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Tokens in circulation
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Team - Management

Charles van den Ouden 
Copy Manager

David Oakley
Project Manager

AnuuTech Management consists of individuals highly skilled in their respective industries.
They are professionals working in their particular fields for more than ten years.

Their internal communications are excellent.

Danny Brouwers
Director of Technology

Developer

Donovan Keters
Network Architect

Developer

Jesper Bentzen
Director Of Marketing

& Sales

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Management working experience
David Oakley / Project Manager

Project Manager with over 20 years experience in business and technology delivering projects ($50k 
to £10m) for both medium size and FTSE 100 companies. A passion for technology and fishing.

Charles van den Ouden / Copy Manager
Business owner and educator with over 20 years experience in the media industry. Professor in a 
school of Media Studies specializing in content production and delivery.

Danny Brouwers / Director of Technology
“Being tech-savvy, my biggest quest is to help companies and projects to make the most out of their IT 
environment, seeing the potential of blockchain technology made me interested in it, AnuuTech gave 
me the opportunity to introduce blockchain technology to existing IT environments.”

Donovan Keters / Network Architect
Senior network engineer, with a solid background in network administration and architecture. 
Specialised in access control models, network security, WLAN and routing. 10 Years of experience in 
a product-driven environment.

Jesper Bentzen / Director of Marketing & Sales
Entrepreneur, business owner and consultant for more than 30 years, with a solid background in 
management, sales, marketing and investment. Specialized in building up companies and sales 
teams worldwide including blockchain, cryptocurrency, environmental products, and investments. 
Experienced CEO and CSO dealing with private investors, SME’s, large corporations, banks and 
governments.

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Team - Developing Department
AnuuTech developers possess a variety of skills and experiences and are successful in their chosen careers.

 A dedicated team of  individuals  is hard at work bringing up this revolutionary ecosystem.

João Soares
Software development experience working for IT companies in the communications 
and networking sector. Technical experience gathered over the years in several key 
areas, such as web development, security, communication, and productivity solutions.

Winfried Tiemessen
Winfried studied computer engineering with a specialization in data communications 
in Breda, Netherlands. After obtaining a bachelor's degree, he started working for 
several major companies like KPN and ICL/General Electric. Later his interest shifted 
to software, and he became an SAP implementation consultant. Today Winfried 
works as an ERP specialist in the healthcare sector while researching the possibilities 
for crypto technology in various business processes.

Tayyab Siddiqui
A web developer with a degree in Mathematics and Computer Science, working with 
companies developing custom software solutions. Extensive experience in software 
development, database development, and web application development in the private 
and public sectors.

Jacob Pilgrim
10+ Years of Software Engineering experience in both FinTech and Entertainment 
industries. “The first half of my career was in Fortune 100 companies building 
customer-facing products. The second half has been in startups businesses with a 
focus on B2B projects. MBA from Top 25 program with a focus on Management of 
Technology in Startups.”

Sebastian Dietl
Head of marketing with over seven years of experience. “On the side self-employed, 
my heart beats for new technologies and topics like usability, conversion optimization, 
social media, SEM, cross-media marketing, and storytelling. There is a great story 
everywhere.”

Private and Confidential - Q2 2022 © AnuuTech
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Road Map
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Contact us
If you would like additional information please contact us below to schedule an appointment.

contact@anuutech.com

www.anuutech.com
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